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Brushed Pewter
1-Gang+ Wall
Plate
AWC1G3BP4

Say bye-bye to bland and hello to the
possibilities with adorne wall plates.
Designed with the same inventive style as
adorne switches, dimmers, outlets and
accessories, these screwless wall plates
simply snap into the included metal frame
for near-effortless installation. And with
dozen of options to choose from, including
lush cast metals like the one you see here,
as well as genuine, rich wood finishes and
an array of vivid colors, they're the perfect
finishing touch for your project or remodel.

The time-worn brushed pewter finish and
distinctive edged border of this cast metal
plate exudes a classic elegance.

The 1-gang+ wall plate is larger than the
standard 1-gang wall plate, meaning you
can add even more devices. Each 1-gang+
setup can be used with 3 USBs, an outlet
and half-size USB, any of our switches or
dimmers, and most outlets.

  

adorne Cast Metal wall plates are handcrafted by artisans of real
metal so no two are exactly alike. These slight variations in finish
and color add to the unique beauty of each plate.
Pair with a classic white or versatile magnesium adorne device
or stunning accessory like the adorne Accent Nightlight to
complete your designer-style look.
Available in 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-gang capacities. Also available in
1-Gang+ capacities to support multiple devices in one electrical
box, such as an outlet combined with a nightlight. Select adorne
wall plates are available in 5- and 6-gang capacities.
Easily snaps onto included mounting frame and installs in
minutes with no visible screws. adorne products fit into your
existing electrical box, so no new wires are needed.

General Info

features & benefits

specifications



Color: Brushed Pewter

Listing Agencies/Third Party Information

ETL Listed: Yes
UL Standard: Yes

Dimensions

Depth U S: 0.35"
Length U S: 5.13"
Width U S: 3.45"


